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Abstract

user should be allowed to update some data in some specific

Access control

procedure,

in function

many object-oriented
granted rights
primitive

invoked

inside

only through

operations.

which malicious
the primitive

functions

Although
functions,

the granted functions.

however,

level.

operations

Access control

utilizing

the functions.

tostatically

we design a framework
Then,

analyzes program

inside

an algorithm

code of the functions

requirements

aresatisfied

data following the required procedure. Although primitive
read or write operations are invoked inside those functions,

through

and can abuse

detect such secutity

flaws.

the users can invoke them only indirectly.
functions encapsulate those primitives

First,

that syntactically
whether

oriented database systems [ADG92,

or not. This algorithmic

We use functions
primitive

Introduction

is to impose restrictions

on those actions in order to meet the requirements
with security.

In many theoretical

effectively

concerned

researches on security

is the fact that any information

the users and the database originates
In practice,

however,

it is often

Therefore,

obtains the same capability

some sensitive
it is essential

multiple

capabilities

stock company

flow between

the company.

in those operations.

that he would have

to invoke those primitives

Such flaws easily occur especially
together.

directly.

when the user exercises
For example, suppose a

has a database about all stockbrokers
In this company, each stockbroker

of

is given a

budget for his stock dealing and there is a regulation that the
budget of each broker should not be higher than ten times his

the case that security

requirements cannot be expressed in terms of such simple
operations.
For example, in some cases a user should be
allowed to get just partial information
on some data but
should not know the exact value of it.

inside them.

when he were allowed

analysis, those two types of access are represented by read
The basis of this
and write operations for simplicity.
simplification

in order to encapsulate

the argument of a write operation inside some function, those
functions are not actually hiding those operations: the user

to the database in order to make it reflected by

the database state. Access control

operations

Ber92, GGF93].

that those functions certainly hide those primitives.
If one
can infer the result of a read operation encapsulated in some
function, or can control (i.e. can change to any value he wants)

User access to a database is either an action to get some
information
from the database, or an action to give some
information

level by using

encapsulated functions (or “methods” in the object-oriented
terminology)
is one of important features of many object-

sound, that is, whenever there is a security flaw, it detects it.
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In other words, the

into some procedures.

The access control in the abstract operation

that should

and determines

by defining

or write operations. Those functions read the data but return
a processed data through some computation, or they write the

In this paper, we

to describe security requirements
we develop

are
them

encapsulated
flaws’’

any value he

appropriate functions and by authorizing users to invoke those
functions instead of authorizing them to directly execute read

This achieves access control

users can bypass the encapsulation

develop atechnique

given secttrity

primitive

the users can invoke

but should not be able to write

wants. We can impose these kinds of restrictions

instead of rights to

easily causes many “security

operations

be satisfied.

is one of the features of

In those systems, the users are

composed

composed

in abstract operation
functions,

databases.

to invoke

invoke

granularity

salary. One clerk is assigned a job to periodically
examine
whether the budget of each broker is illegally high against
this regulation,

In other cases, a

but he should not be able to know the exact

amount of the salary of each broker.
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Then, the database

administrator defines a function that reads out the salary and
the budget of a broker, compares them, and returns true or
false. The clerk is authorized to invoke this function but is not
authorized to directly read the salary data. In this situation,
however, if that clerk can know the amount of the budget
of some broker, he can know a little about the salary of that
broker: “his salary is at least higher (lower) than this”. Or in
a worse case, if that user can change the amount of the budget
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to any value he wants, he can infer the exact amount of the

encapsulated abstract operations, and the advantage of the
latter is that security flaws are less likely to occur because

salary by repeatedly changing the budget to several values
and invoking the testing function. Those are security flaws.

every access is verified.

Another example is concerned with write access. Suppose the
salary of each broker is updated once a week to a new value
calculated

1.1

Then, the database administrator

defines a function

that reads the budget and the profit of each

broker, calculates

a new salary value, and writes it in. An

clerk is authorized
if the employee

to invoke this function.

Related Work

There

are many

a user

can

especially

In this situation,

Qia94].
know

encapsulation

we focus

types of security flaws may occur.
In this paper, we develop a technique

to statically

detect

those flaws. We authorize users to invoke functions,
also describe security requirements
“one

should

and we

not be able to infer

the result

capability

of this

and call the latter controllability.

inferability

two capabilities

effectively

invoke

read or write

and write operations
function invocations,
of inferability

correspond
operation.

notion of controllability

and to describe requirements

of the encapsulated composed function,
Then, security
forms:

requirements

returned

on the

.f, or (2) the user u should

the database and (2) the ability

updating

whether

on inferability.
which

database.

update
Based on these two notions,
for description
definition
models

of security

of in ferability,
the inference

algorithm
inference

system

by syntactical
As
control
to

To give

an inference

of users.

detects

a framework

Next,

security

that simulates

an

violating

the

in

[ADG92,

in function

invocations

or verifying

advantage

of

Ber92,

granularity,
verifying

restrictions:
the

the inference

of the program

indirect

former

is

there
only

are two
direct

invocations
that

above

we

when

we

grant

only

by the

limited

users can infer

some

realize

does not

needed

of cases where

kind
data by

But their model

update,

update

affects

of controllability,

the user’s
elaborately

to investigate

databases

Although

write

capability,

how

the

how

is

user

it interacts

on access control
[TY188,

HZ90,

of access

of view definitions

In [DAH+

they

simply

87],
security

the context

The

the idea

the verification
compute

ways

function

as well.
can

and

Row89],

of update

can
with

using
AB91,

“views”
Run92,

using views
defined by functions is essentially the same concept with
access control using functions,
those researches do not
discuss security issues. Our technique can be applied to
0T94].

code of the functions.
GGF93],

data,

in object-oriented

is another

system

the

more

values

by database

In [Mor87,

the notion

to analyze

to examine

There are many researches

that

we develop

flaws

In our model,

in the

and returned

consideration

some data.

value.

inferability.

a formal

system

The main part of the algorithm

mentioned

impose

requirements.

ability

analysis

access

we establish

we design

that statically

given requirements.

first,

values,

the effect

other kind

is introduced
used

a boolean
be described

may have arguments,

update.

where

integrity
in the form

can be simulated

the user can actually

and does not include

also

functions

range

integrity

include

constraint

always

several

into

monotonously

can

and returning

cannot

do not consider

situations

analyze

to give data to the

mechanism
each integrity

are

researches
wider

Arguments

of situations:

all

or

because

takes

returned
which

dependency

no argument

[MSS88]

or

database

Although

that the users can freely

user.

constraints

our mechanism

can represent

users can assign

they

integrity

semantic
our

of

the knowledge

hand,

the

Row89,

functions

a function

of a constraint

values

not have controllability
on the argument a of the function f.
Inferability on returned values of functions and controllability
on arguments of functions precisely represent two kinds of
user abilities in database access: (1) the ability to get data
from

by describing

however,

are described in the following

value of the function

In fact,

constraints

can be any type.

invocation”.

(1) the user u should not have inferability

constraints.

while

possibility

arguments

in

functions.

than

with

the

between
data

[Mor87,
the

through

on

can

sensitive

a user can compute

detect

On the other

dependency,

to which

such as “one should

not be able to infer the result of this function

or

users

in a database,

values.
to

values

and

those

dependency

form

in terms

supplied

frameworks

On the contrary,

In

or values

dependency
in

whether

systems
QSK+93,

or can make

i.e. whether

functions,
to

on

focus

dependency

of a function

and the

fact, we sometimes want to encapsulate a composed function
into another function

of

of

Because read

onto arguments of any functions.

with

values

HD92,

entities

in the database.

deals

database

aspect,

from

database

the

S091,

entities

on sensitive

semantic

deal with

to

can be considered as special cases of
we can naturally generalize the notion

onto returned values of any functions

inference

referred

These

to the abilities

values
propose

defined

read operation”, or “one should not be able to control the
We call the former
argument of this write operation”.

between

whether

in

relational

of some

on different

sensitive

on

of

JS91,

researches

MSS88]
user

as negative authorizations

context

Those

determining

information

LDS+90,

the existence

associations

for access control, many of these

on statically

sensitive

the

MJ88,

change the new salary value to any value he wants, then he
can write any value he wants as the new salary. When we use
of functions

researches

infer
in

[Bur90,

is also able to change the budget of each

broker to any value he wants, and as a consequence of it, can

directly

a static

from the budget given to him last week and the

profit he made last week.

like

We achieve both advantages by

choosing the former approach and by providing
security flaw detection mechanism.

provide

levels

of relational

to compute
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in those systems as well.

a mechanism

of computed
databases.

the least

upper

of all data used in the computation.

users

control

to automatically

attributes

Their

method

bound

in views

of security

Therefore,

in

is, however,
their

levels
method

cannot be used for our purpose:
partial information

to give users not total but

to invoke in the query. (The query language is defined later

on some data through some computations.

[Den76, DD77]

in this section.)

proposed techniques to analyze program

code in order to detect all flow of information,
is also to compute

Bodies of access functions are described using thejiunction

Their methods

definition

levels of source data, and therefore,

e

cannot be applied for

our purpose,
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
briefly explains the basic data model used as the base of
the development,
the concept
describes

of inferability
flaws.

operations

Finally,

Section 5 mentions

some

,e) is an invocation

function

fa.

objects.

t

=

b [ c-name

db

=

({(c-name,
{(u-name,

: t)

: t,

body)})

select item,

{f_name})})

In this syntax,
and

a set of function

definitions.

has

the form cmame

: [att

Each class definition
: t], which
i.e. objects

are called

combination

declares

its body.

an access function

also as a “method”

Cl,.

item from Al E Cl ,. ... An c CL
where condition
... C~ is a class name.

from-clause

variables

Al,

and are bound

of instances of Cl, ,.. , Cn. item

. . ., An

to each

is f (v,. . . ,w)

or a special function

(r.-att

identifiers do not have any printable form. We explain the
reason of this choice later in Section 3, Items in a select
clause are evaluated in order from left to right.

condition

consists of boolean terms connected by and and or where

those

each boolean term has the form either of “f(v,.

We can interpret

. . ,v) op v“

or “.f(v,.. . ,v) OP f(v,. . . ,v)”. OP is a binary predicate for
basic types, such as > for integers.
For example, if the
class Person: [name: string,
age:int,
. . . ] and the access
function profile(x:~erson)
:string
are defined, and a user
has rmame, profile, and r-age in his capability list, he can

by regarding the first

argument as the receiver. Some additional consideration that
would be needed if we introduced subtyping and overloading
will be explained later. t stands for types in this model. t is
either a basic type b such as integer, a class name c-name
that is interpreted

,

printable form, such as (id:73071 O), we can also use them in
place of v. In this development, however, we assume object

and store them in attributes of other objects.
definition is a pair of a signature of the form
: t,...,
arg
: t) : t and the definition
of

We call them access functions.

query

and where v is either a constant of some basic
If object identifiers have some
type oroneof
Al, . . ..A~.

belonging

The users access the database by invoking

SQL-like

or w_att)

their attributes, update their attributes, pass them to functions

functions.

...

where ~ is an access function

have attributes att of type t.
Objects are
to c.name,
mutable entities, and we can read out current values of

f.name(arg

to which

to create new

language:

A schema scm is a pair of a set of class definitions

as arguments,
Each function

a special function

The users issue query using the following

: t]},

{obj})},

that instances of the class c-name,

version of our

variables,

values to the console. In this paper, however, we omit them

arg

att

the complete

includes persistent global

objects, let construct to define a local variable, and two
special functions to get inputs from the console and to output

data

[ {t}

: t,...,

returns the current value

for the brevity.

t,...,att

: t,...,

r-att

that read or write attributes of

For example, r.salary(x)

we can store any object,

The data model is defined as follows:

{( f_name(arg

on integers.

We do not consider recursive functions.

are speciulfinctions

development

model with abstract data types.

: [att :

such as addition

of another already defined access

a special value null.
Other than those constructs,

We believe that our mechanism can be translated

onto several other data models, such as the relational

on basic types,

fa(e,...

of the attribute salary of the object x, and w-salary (x, 100)
writes 100 into the attribute salary of the object x and returns

mutable objects and classes, the only essential point of our
development is that users access data objects by invoking

({c-name

e)

code and

in this paper we assume a simple data model with

=

I

Section 4

In this section, we explain the basic model of database
on which we develop our framework for access control,

scm

I W-att(e,

..,e)

and controllability.

The Basic Model

functions.

I a I ~~(e,.. .,e) I fa(e,.

c

that analyzes program

defines

and w-att

Although

::=

r-att(e)

further issues and concludes this paper.

2

syntax:

c stands for constants, a stands for the arguments of the access
fb (e,.. . ,e) is an invocation of a basic function
function.
fb with arguments e,... ,e. Basic functions are primitive

Section 3 discusses and formally

the algorithm

detects security

defined by the following

language

the least upper bound of the security

issue a query;

as the type of its instances, or a set type

of some type. A database db is a pair of(1) a set of pairs of
a class name and its extension, i.e. a set of all its instances,

select r-name(p),

and (2) a set of pairs of a user name and his capability list. A
capability list is a set of all access function names (or names
of special functions explained below) that the user is allowed

profile(p) from p e Person
where r-age(p) >20

which returns a set of pairs of a name and a profile for all
Person instances whose age are greater then 20. select . . .
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construct can be nested, and set valued functions (or read
operations of set valued attributes) can be used in place of
class names in from clause. For example, suppose Person
has an attribute

child: {Person}.

able to invoke the function ! in a context where he can
simultaneously achieve all specified capabilities <’ on each
argument and on the returned value. $ can be any of basic

Then, the query below

functions,

returns a set of names of children of a person named ‘John’:

inferability

select (select r.name(q) from q G child(p))
from p c Person where r-name(p) = ‘John’

3

Specification

of Security

access functions,

in Section 2.

requirements

explained

ments using the notion of inferability

We

representing

and

defines

and controllability.

give the formal semantics of them.
3.1

In Section

1, we introduced

the notion

values and controllability

effectively

equivalent

to ability

of inferability

on

on arguments as ability

to invoke functions

directly.

to change the value of that argument to any value. We call

the class

salary :int, budget:int,

stockbrokers

is defined.

the access function

The

checkBudget

profit: irzt]
administrator

as below:

The first

line

following

line is the body. This function

is the signature

This requirement

Alterability
only, however, is not
this ability alterability.
enough to imply controllability.
If one can change a value of

of this function,

and the

takes an argument

is described as (u, r_salary(x):ti).

As we

explained before, a flaw occurs if u can control (i.e. can infer
and can alter) the value of r_budget (broker).

but cannot know which value it takes

now, it is similar to walking

using the

Suppose

user u is authorized to invoke this function, but should not
be able to know the exact amount of each broker’s salary.

on an argument, therefore, implies being able

an argument indirectly,

requirements
1.

broker, reads out budget and salary of it, compares the
budget with ten times the salary, and returns true or false. A

Controllability
on an argument intuitively
means that one
Having
can use any value he wants as that argument.
controllability

Section

checkBudget(broker: Broker) :bool
>=(r.budget(broker),
*(1 O, r-salary (broker)))

Basic Concepts

returned

of security
in

Broker: [name: st~ing,

of those two kinds of capability

pa.

of security

later in this section.

In this section, we explain how we describe security requirediscuss the properties

ti, partial

ta, or partial alterability

semantics of the description

We show examples
examples

explained

are total inferability

pi, total alterability

We give the formal

Requirements

or special functions

Capabilities

if he also has w_budget

in the dark. He can move, but he

salary

of each broker

in his capability
by issuing

For example,

list, he can infer

the query

the

below:

cannot know where he is now. For example, suppose there is
an access function

f(x, o) defined as g(+(x,

r-age(o)),

select w-budget(b, 1), checkBudget(b),
w-budget(b, 2), checkBudget(b),
.
from b E Broker where r-name(b) = ‘John’

and

one user is allowed to invoke f directly in the query. Then,
he can change the value of the argument of g, i.e. the value
of the expression +(x,

r-age(o)),

to any values by changing

true,

into the ability

false, . . . . null, false, null,

. ..) }.

(Here, we assume there is only one broker
named John.) We detect this security flaw by examining
whether the requirement above is satisfied or not. Similarly,

of g. We consider, therefore, having controllability
equals to
having both inferability
and alterability.
From now on, we
decompose controllability
into these two capabilities.
We further classify inferability

yield a set {(null,

which will

the value of x, However, if he cannot know the value of
rage(o),
he cannot know the current value of the argument

the administrator

defines the access function

to infer the

and the ability to infer a set of
exact value, total inferabilityj
values to which the value must belong, partial
inferability.

updateSalary(broker:
w-salary

Broker) :nul/

(broker,

calcSalary(r_budget(

Partial inferability
is, in other words, the ability to infer at
least one value that an expression can NOT be. Similarly,
we classify

alterability

into the ability

to any value of its type, total

alterability,

takes a broker object, read budget and profit
of it, calculates his new salary by invoking another access
function calcSalary, and writes the result to salary. A user

This function

to

change the value only within some limited subset, partial
Total inferability implies partial inferability, and
alterability.
total alterability do partial alterability.
Using these notions, we describe security requirements
the following

u is authorized to invoke this access function but should not
be able to change the new value of salary. In this case,
however,

in

clist
cap

if the user can alter the value of the expression

r-budget (broker), and as a consequence of it, can alter the

syntax:

returned
req

::=

(u, f(%,

:;=

cap:

::=

tilpiltalpa

cap:

: Clist,

. . . . Zn : Ciist)

: C/iSt)

value of calcSalary,

c~n):c~...:c~”

he can eventually

alter the

value of salary, which means there is a security flaw. This
flaw can be detected by describing the security requirement

. . .. cap

(u,

w-salary(a,

requirement

Arequirement

broker),

r-profit(broker)))

to change the value
and the ability

updateSalary

as below:

(u, $(zl : c~... : c~’, . . . ,xn : c~...
:
means that the user u should not be

If we introduced
cess function
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V):pa),

is satisfied

and

by

examining

whether

this

or not.

subtyping

name would

and overloading,

correspond

to multiple

a single

ac-

implemen-

tations defined on different

subclasses.

uation, it is natural to interpret
as referring

Even in such a sit-

not to specific implementations

tual functionalities,
requirement

We, therefore,

as requiring

interpret

of its type while the value of e 1 is changing to all values of
its type, then total alterability
on e1 causes total alterabil-

but to concepeach security

to be satisfied by every implemen-

tations of the function name. Under this interpretation, we
determine whether the requirement is satisfied or not by examining all implementations

en). If the returned value of ~ changes to all values

f(e,,...,

those security requirements

ityon~(el,

...,

only limited

values, only partial alterability

en).

If the returned value of ~ changes to

is caused. Alterability

data. If one has alterability
operation, he has alterability

of all possible subclasses. That

process cannot be infinite because our language is recursion-

lowing

free.

by that write operation.

If we also introduced

recursion,

be quite hard, but that difficulty

the analysis would

is common to various static

analysis of languages with overloading

on ~(e 1, . . . . en)

is also propagated

through persistent

on the argument of some write
on the returned value of the fol-

read operations that will

read out the value written

The user can alter the result of read

operations also by changing the objects to be accessed, i.e. by

and recursion.

utilizing

alterability

on the argument of the read operations.

Note that we assume the users can read the program code
of the access functions.
Even if we prohibit it, the users

The base cases of alterability are expressions whose values
are directly specified by the user, that is, the arguments of the

should know the semantics of the access functions in order to
use them, and therefore, can infer the contents of the access

functions directly

functions.

To take that knowledge

into consideration,

Alterability

we

Causality

between capabilities

and alterability,

alterability

on every subexpression

we must consider inferability

we generalize

and

e], ...,

in the program code, and

the notions

of inferability

in ferability

on basic

on the whole expression and on x cause partial

inferability on y. If one also has alterability on x, then he can
infer the exact value of y by repeatedly changing x to several

There are two kinds of expressions, those of basic types and
The base cases of inferability

of those sets. If the

intersection is a singleton set, he can infer the exact value of e.
For example, suppose there is an expression >=(x, y). Total

of capability.

type expressions,

subsets

values of e1,. ... en, then he can infer that

the value of e must be in the intersection

controllability
to any expressions of the function definition
language. Before giving formal semantics of them, we give
some intuitive discussion about causality of those two kinds

on basic

en to several values, and can infer different

from different

and

those of object types. First, we consider capability

of inferability

on e1, . . . , en causes partial inferability on e, that
is, one can infer some set of values about e. If he can change

must trace how they are propagated to other subexpressions.
Therefore,

independent

inferability

As we can see in the examples above, in order to analyze
inferability

can be analyzed

because alterability
is only caused by another alterability.
Inferability
never causes alterability.
On the other hand,
Suppose
alterability
plays a role to cause inferability.

assume that the users can read the program code.
3.2

invoked in the query.

values and check the result of> =(x, y). Other examples are
the division
Next,

type expressions are expressions whose values are directly

and the reminder operator on integer.

we consider

capability

on expressions

of object

shown to the user, i.e. constants in the program code, or the

types.

arguments and the returned values of the functions directly
invoked in the query. In ferability on basic type expressions

some form of object identifier,
We can consider two kinds
of situations.
One is where object identifiers have some
printable form, such as (id:73071 O), and another is where

is propagated through the “dependency”

between arguments

is

they do not have any printable form. In the former case, the
user can directly specify an object in a query, and when the
result of a query is an object, it can be output to output devices.

and returned values of basic functions, If the relation between
the values of two expressions is one-to-one correspondence,
total inferability

The actual value of an object type expression

on either expression causes total inferability

In such a situation, capability

on object type expressions can

on the other.
If it is one-to-many correspondence, total
inferability on the side of “many” causes total inferability on

be treated in the same way as that on basic type expressions.

the other side, and total in ferability

Because the development

partial inferability

on the “one” side causes

is rather simple,
In the latter

case, when the result of a query was an object, it may be
shown in some form like (a Person object), and the only
way to pass an object to function in a query is to give it

total inferability
on either side causes partial inferability on
the other.
Another property that transmits inferability
is
equality. If the user knows that the values of two expressions
must be the same, then inferability
on either one causes
inferability

for this situation

we assume the latter case in this development.

on the other side. If it is many-to-many,

through from-clause variables. For example, in the example
of query in Section 2, the argument for r.name is given
through the from-clause variable p. In such a situation,
inferability on object identifiers does not make sense. Even

on the other. The user can know that the values of

two expressions are equal if(1) two expressions denote the
same variable, or (2) they are the value of the same attribute

in this situation, however, we can recognize equality between
two objects. For example, in the query in Section 2, we can
recognize that p in r-name(p) and p in prof iIe(p) is identical
within each evaluation of the select clause for one broker
object.
Similarly,
in the access function checkBudget

of the same object and no update occurs between those two
expressions,
Similarly, alterability on basic type expressions is propagated through dependency between returned values and arguments of basic functions.
Suppose there is a expression
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above, we can recognize that broker in r.budget(broker)

broker in r.salary(broker)
we

consider

a user

access functions
arguments

are identical.

has total

directly

are of object

alterability

invoked
types,

51,
6+(41et(g) y=lx in ‘r.age(zy) end, 51),
7X, 8y, ‘r-age(gy), l“let(g) y=7x in 9r_age(8y) end,
111, 12+(101
et(g) y=7x in 9r-age(8y) end, 111) }

and

As for alterability,
on arguments

in a query

For example,

even when
in the query

of
the

Because

in

the signature

2, the user can alter an object passed to profile to any
Person instance by changing the predicate in where clause
(or rather he can invoke profile for all Person objects simply
by using true in where clause), Therefore, he has alterability
on the argument of profile,

the schema,

3.3

with

Section

determined.

Dorn(k

Let

L

Lisa

of inferability

First, we clarify

and the

We define the semantics

where clause as well, what

of u,

to what u can do in

These sequences correspond

3D.

list

queries. (f,, . . . . fn) denotes a function sequence consisting
Of fl, ..., fn. It may include the same function more than
twice, L(u)

the sequence with replacing it to its body. We also recursively

zl=k’el,.

~.,

if

the

in . . . end G S(L).

. ,Zn = ‘nen

{V.i(l

< j <

< j < mi).,Can(D,

rno).

L,

Can(D,

~,

L,<,’te;)}

‘“let(f)

A

. . . end)} D

L, c, k e), which is formally defined below,
means that the capability c on ~e can be achieved

Can(D,

in L when the initial

database

says if there exists

a database

can develop a similar

of the sequence. For example, if L = (f,f), and if

with

‘O f(klel,.

Can(D,

state is D,

The definition

above

state, if there exists a function

(but a little

more complicated)

flaw

. . ,~nen).
L,

k e) is defined

c,

for each capabilities

follows:
Definition

We number all subexpressions in order to distinguish different
occurrences of the syntactically same subexpressions. Next,
S(L) denotes the set of all the numbered subexpressions in
the sequence L. For example, S(L) for L above is

2 Can(D,

Vu E Dom(ke),
Definition

M

3 Can(D,

3VI, vz c Dorn(ke).

3r-age(2y),

: c! . . . : cT’,

c~” ) is not satisjled

:

detection algorithm based on those definitions as well. If
f is not an access function but a special function,
then
abow
is replaced
‘“let(f)
,, , in ,, , end in the definition

(6+(41et(g) y = lx in ‘r-age(zy) end, 51),
12+(101
et(g) y =7X in ‘r-age(gy) end, ‘11))

‘y,

of the

Although
of the definitions is to use VD instead of 3D.
we do not deal with those definitions
in this paper, we

Then, we

f and g are defined as f(x) = +(g(x),l ) and g(y) = r-age(y),
the unfolded and numbered form of L is;

{’x,

of

specified capabilities are achieved on that subexpression, then
the requirement is not satisfied. Another considerable way

number all subexpressions like ~e where k is a serial number
corresponding to the order of the evaluation in the actual
execution

instances of L

sequence available to u which includes the subexpression
‘Olet(f) zl=~lel,.
., ,Xn=kfien m . . . end, and if all the

unfold all access function invocations inside it by replacing an
access function invocation f (e 1, . . . . en) with an expression
let(~) ZI = el, z~ = en in e end, where e is a body off
and xl,...,
z. are argument variables off. We use Iet(f ) to
off.

. . . . V:,

~ C(U).

< i < n).b’j(l

intuitively

in

(u, f(rl

, c:...

{Vi(l

Here,

denotes the set of all function sequences available

record that this expression was an invocation

. . . . v~’,

holds:

3L

‘“let(f)

3

to the user

to the user u. Given a sequence, we unfold each function

vi,

database state. [k e]~ denotes the value

1 A requirement

~o~low~g

we introduce

in the capability

state, with

that execution instance is said to be valid.

1 . . . . #JL)

arguments be the same object

available

database

L) denotes the set of all valid execution

Definition

by using the same f rem-clause variable for those arguments.
A function
sequence
some notions.
u is a sequence of some functions

of

= ~1, . . . .

Using these notations, we define the semantics
security requirement descriptions as follows:

as explained before, a user can pass

of capability,

instance

fl(v~, . . ..u)’)

n

arbitrary basic values and arbitrary objects as the arguments,

the semantics

Then an execution
(D,

+(x,1 ), let L be (f) and unfolded into (3+(1X,21)), and let E
be (D, f(3)= 4), then E is a valid execution
instance of L,
and [lX]E = 3.

essentially to invoke a sequence of functions in his capability

To describe

of the

the execution instance E. For example, let f(x) be defined as

he can do in the where clause is a subset of what he can do
in select clause. Therefore, what a user can do in a query is

and he can make two different

the set of all values

to which k e would be evaluated in the actual execution

clause, a user

can invoke the access functions or special functions in his
capability list. Although he can also get some information

list. In those invocations,

in

) = T’n), which represents an execution of L

with D as the initial

what a user can do in queries by select

or can update some data within

?p

actual execution,
8(D,

In select

is defined

can be statically

as the arguments, and resulting to the returned
values Tl, . . ..rn.
If every r, equals to the result of the

of the users.

. . . where construct.

f~).

the form

D as the initial

. . . . v:

by defining an inference system that formulates

the inference ability
. . . from

descriptions.

e) denotes

(fl,...,

=

tupleof

fn(v:,...,

security requirement

access function

of any subexpression

type of k e.

Formalization

Now we give the formal semantics of the capability

of every

the type

41et(g) y=’x in 3r-age(2y) end,

3E
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c 8(D,

L).

[ke]~

ta,

‘e)

holds

ifl

c S(D,

L,

L),

[ke]~

= w~

L,

pa, k e) holds iff:

(VI # v’)
= v

❑

Vu ~ {VI, v’}.

as

1, axioms for 6
+

~ {e}]

[(kc)

+ [(%)

e {7/]]

+

[(:e)

G {u}]

+

[( e) G llom(~e)]

(if z is the jth argument of fi and has a basic type)
(if ‘e is the entire body of

+[(~’e~,...,~o

=

has a basic type)

(if k e has a basic type)

en,~”f~(e~,~,

knen)) en))

E {(v~,...,

2, axioms for=
+ [klx = ~%]
-+ [~lx,

f%and

vn, r) I ~b(v,,...,vn)

(if they are different

k2z2]

= r}]

occurrences of the same argument variable)

(if they are passed values through the same from-clause

+[~lx

=

~Je]

+[~le

=

‘21et(F) . ..inkeend]

(iflet(f)

. . ..z=e.ein..

variable)

end~ S(E) and ~’% is in the scope of that z)

in..,

3, rules for 6: join and projection
[(k-e&,k@ ep) ~ S~], [(~pep,k~ e7) E S2] ---+[(k’e,,

. . . ,kn en ) e {(w,...,%)

[(k’cl,,..,knen

(wI,...,7k)

) C S] -+ [(keea)

4, rules for=
[~,el = k, ez] +

[k3es =

= {(va)

I 3(vp).

I (%, ~p) c S,,(wp>vv)

G 5’2}]

G S}]

“r.aM(~2ez)]

(if “w-att(~’

el, ‘ges) ~ S(E),

k5 < ~4)

el) = “r-aft(k’eZ)]
[kie~ = ‘Zez] -+ [kzez = ‘lel]
[%1 = ‘2e2], [kzez = ‘qes] + [kle~ = ‘3e3]

[klel

=

‘2e2] -

[k3 r-att(k’

5, rule for ~ based on=
[k’e]

=

~’ez] +

[(k’el,

‘2e2)

C

{(v,

v)lv

c llorn(~e

l)}]

Table 1: The axioms and the inference rules of T.(E)

Definition 4 Can(D,
3V E .Dom(ke).

Let E=(D,

L, ti, ‘e) holds ifl

= rn ),

3E G ~(D, L).

. . ..v)=rl.l,

...,

f~(v~,...,v~n)
rules of Z(E)

are as listed in Table 1. In that description, we use some
When we use a and ~ (or a, ~, and
macro expressions.

the inference system T.(E) defined below
deduce [ke E {v}]

fl(v~,

Then, the axioms and the inference

❑

Y), it means that the inference rule holds for any A, B (or
A, B, C)suchthat
An B=
O(=Bn
C=
Ci7A)
and
, n}. ea means the row of e~ for all
Au B(u
C)=
{I,...
CYin A. For example, if A = {1, 2}, then ea means “el, ez”.

Definition 5 Can(D,

L, pi, ‘e) holds iff
3S C Dorn(ke). 3E G S(D, L).
the inference system Z(E) dejined below

deduce [ke G S] n
Note that c in the definitions
The definition
Dorn(ke),

Base cases of c-terms, are the constants in the program
V: or the returned values r~ of the

above means non-equal subset.

of total alterability

code c, the arguments

says “for any value v in

functions

one can make ‘e be evaluated to v by executing L

with some arguments”.

The definition

of partial alterability
to either of them by

executing L with some arguments”. Inferabilities are defined
by using Z(E). Z(E) is an inference system that formulates
the inference that the users do from the observation of the
execution of E. It performs inference on the terms defined

(1) if they are the same argument

;:=

[(k’el,...,kn

variable,

(2) if they are

different argument variables given values through the same
from-clause variable, (3) if they are an argument variable

by the syntax below:
term

invoked by the user, and the constraints

fb. starting those terms, the users proceed inference using
the rules in 3. Those two rules in 3 intuitively
correspond
to join and projection for ~-terms. The users also use the
knowledge on equality of two expressions as shown in the
rule 5. The axioms 2 say that two expressions are equal

says “there exist at least two values VI and V2 in Dom(k e),
and one can make ~e be evaluated

directly

on the arguments and the returned values of basic functions

en) ● S] I [k’e]

=

of indirectly

‘Zez]

(k’e~,...,k~en
) denotes tuples of any number of expressions
in S(E), and[(~’el,
. . ,~- e~ ) ~ .5’]is a term saying that users
can infer that ([k’ el]E, . . . . [k’ el]E) 6 S, for some S which
x . . .x Dom(k”en).
[k’el = ‘Zez]
isasubsetof Dom(k’el)
k a term saying that users can infer that [~’ e I]E

invoked

functions

and an expression

bound

to that variable, or (4) if they are a body of an indirectly
invoked function and its returning value. The rules in 4 also
say that two expressions are equal if they are values of the
same attribute of the same object. If update has occurred,
two values of the same attribute of the same object are not
necessarily same. In a model that allows multiple attributes

= [kzez]~.
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to share an object, the users are not always able to determine
whether an attribute has been updated or not, but sometimes
they are. To include cases where they can determine it, we

may correspond to multiple k e in one L. We call those k e
correspondents of 1e.
Then we develop an inference system f(~)
that syntac-

assume that the values of the same attribute of the same object

tically

are always same.

simistically

An Algorithm

4

Although

analyzes program
determine

we gave formal semantics of security requirements

term

::=

because that definition

infinite sequences of functions,
database state is also impractical.
an algorithm

includes

Examining

the notion

pi*[(flel,

of

=[l,e~,

that detects security

dir

by taking
is sound,

4.1

function

considers
list,

which

our algorithm

which

can be infinite,

a set of all the functions
must be finite.

determines

inferability

in the

whether there exist a

sequence, and one execution

has been achieved.

(This, in fact, does not always hold.
can achieve one capability

D,),

instance of it, with

through

simultaneously.

For example, if a user

he cannot achieve those two

we take the following
●

●

pessimistic

VL. V~e c S(L).VV
[ke]~

denotes a set of all the numbered

and when it is achieved
we record it using 1

‘Z e2] where

assumptions:

E Dom(~e).3D.3E

6 ~(D, L).

= v

if X(E)
different

can deduce [k e c S] and [k e c S’] through two
ways, S n S’ may be a singleton

set. In other

words, if a user can achieve partial inferability
two different
●

is

2r-age(lx),
s1, 4+(2r-age(lx),
Sperson, Cr-name(sperson) }

the latter type of inference,

~] e 1 and ‘2ez are correspondent of 1,e1 and 1,e~ respectively.
When defining the axioms and the inference rules of 7(F),

31), 6r.name(5person)}

{IX,

is achieved through the former type of

sequence where the users can deduce [~! e1 =

only when the initial

subexpressions in the set of function F. For example, let
and f(x) be +(r_age(x), 1).
F be {f(x), r-name(person)}
Then unfolded and numbered form of F is:

and S’(F’)

in (1) inference

later. = [1,el, ~,ez] is a term saying that there exists a function

quences, we recursively unfold all access function invocations in the given set of functions, and number all subex-

r.age(~x),

originates

and –. The reason why we need to record them is explained

capability simultaneously.)
Based on this assumption, our
algorithm separately determines whether users can achieve
each capability.
As a first step, in the same way we did for function se-

pressions like /e. S’(F’)

Inferability

inference, we record it using ! and+,

only when the initial database state

is D 1 and can achieve another capability
database state is D2(=#

When the inferability

database state, one

which he can achieve all those capabilities

,~i en). ti, pi, and pi* have extra fields

on the returned value of some ~~bfrom the knowledge on its
arguments, or (2) inference on the arguments e of ~fb using
the knowledge on its other arguments and its returned value.

assume that when the user can achieve some capabilities
separately, there always exist one initial

(~’ el,

num and dir, which are used to record how that in ferability

only those functions in the set and where the user can achieve
each capabilities on each expressions.
We pessimistically

{4+(2

+1–

on any ~e, but can infer some subset for their

combination

Given a set

sequence and its execution instance that consists of

function

/2e2,]

. . ..v., . . . ) 6 S} = Dorn(kt e,) for any i. In
other words, this term says that the user may not have partial

Instead of a sequence of functions,

of function,

I

but{vi13(

The Algorithm

user’s capability

. . ..~n en), nurn, dir]

saying that Z(E) may deduce [(k’ el,
,k’ en) G S] with
x . . x Dom(knen)
some S such that S c Dorn(klel)

is not satisfied when really it is not.

our algorithm

on terms

ta, pa, ti, and pi are terms saying that there may exist a
function sequence L where he can achieve each capability
on some ~e which is correspondent of 1e. pi* is a term

some pessimistic assumptions.
This algorithm
that is, this algorithm
always judges that the

requirement

;:=

flaws in a reasonable

amount of computation. This algorithm syntactically analyze
program code using an inference system that simulates Z(E)

inference

@Fl I de] I
ti[le, num, dir] I pi[le, nurn, dir] I

all possible initial

In this section, we develop

in F, and pes-

the user can achieve each

capability on each (e. 7(F)
performs
defined by the following syntax:

for Flaw Detection

in the last section, we cannot determine whether given
requirements are satisfied or not by directly following that
definition

code of functions

whether

s1),

through

ways, he may have total inferability.

when there are two read operations (or one write operation
and one read operation) on the same attributes, update
obstructing the inference does not occur between those
two operations.

The first assumption means we assume each expression may
have any values in its domain.
We need to record how partial

inferability

is caused for

Note that 1e denotes each occurrence in some set F, and is
different from ~e denoting each occurrence in some sequence

two reasons. The first reason is that we assumed that if the

L.

user can deduce [k e c S] through two “different”

Each ~e corresponds

to one 1e in S’(F)

while

each 1e
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ways, the

1, axioms and rules for alterability
-+ ta[l z]

(z is an argument variable of an outer-most function)

pa[{el] a ta[r-att([el)]
pa[tel] ~ ta[r.att(e2)]
ta[~e~] ~

(if w-att(lel,
(if Yv-att(el,

ta[r-att(e2)]

pa[les] a pa[r.att(e2)]
ta[r, e]-+ta[~,

%]

pa[t, e]~pa[l,

es) ~ S’(F))
~e~) G S’(F’))

(if W_att(e~, ~e~) c S’(F))

(inlet...,

z=l,

z] (if let . . ..z=l.

e,...

end c S’(F) and ~,x in in the scope of that z)
e, . . . in . . . end E S’(F) and ~,z in in the scope of that z)
in . . .

ta[ie] ~ ta[let . . . in le end]
pa[re] + pa[let . . . in le end]
2, axioms and rules for inferability
~ ti[~c, /, +]
-- ti[lz, 1,+]
4ti[le)Oj
=[el,

=[ei,
=[el,
=[el,

(if z is an argument variable of an outer-most function)

—1

(if [e is the entire body of an outer-most function)

ez] -pi*[(eI,

e2),0, +]
e~], ti[el, n,dl --ti[q,n,~
e2],

N[el,

n,dl

-+

e2], pi*[(...,

pi[e2,

el,...

~,4

),n, d]~pi*[(

. . ..e2 . . ..). n.d]

pi*[(ea, e~), nl, all], pi*[(ep, e7), n2, ~2] ~ pi*[(ea, e7), nl, ~l]
pi[lej nlj ~11) Pi[re, ~2, ~2] +ti[ie,

~1, dl]

((~1>~1)

#

(~2,~2))

3, axioms and rules for=
+

=[,,2,

+
~

=[/, *1, h~2]
=[[,2, ~,e]

~

=[~e, let . . . in

=[el,

=[l,el,

,*Z]

e2] -+

e2] -+

=[el,

e2],

(inlet...,

=[es,

~,ez] ~

=[el,

(if they are different

occurrences of the same argument variable)

(if they are argument variables of outer-most functions

=[e2,

in...

of the same type)

end c S’(F) and ~,o in in the scope of that z)

end]

~e

(if w.att(e,,

r.att(e2)]

=[J,r-att(,l

=[e2,

z=(,ein..

cl),

es) ~ S’(F’))

14r-aff(l,e2)]

e,]
e~]-=[e~,

4, rules for implications
ta[le] ~ pa[le]
ti[’e, n, dl ~pi[le,

eg]

between capabilities

n, d
Table 2: The axioms and the inference rules of 3(F)

intersection of those two S can be a singleton set. Therefore,
we need to record how each partial in ferability

two

different

subsets can be always a singleton

set.

is caused. The

second reason is that we must not feed back inferability

to its

In addition to those rules, we must also specify the rules on

cause. For example, suppose there is an expression +(e, 1),

basic functions.

and the user has partial inferability
on e. Then, the user can
have partial inferability
on +(e, 1). Then, it seems that the

of each basic function, we must define those rules by hand.
We can, however, provide “metarules”
of the form “if the
semantics of the basic function fh satisfies this condition,
then this rule must be added”. Only if rules on basic functions

user can achieve partial inferability

on e again via inferability

on+ (e, 1). However, this does not mean the user can achieve
partial in ferability on e in two “different”
ways. What was
wrong is to feed back the inferability

Because those rules depend on the semantics

are correctly given following

caused by e to itself

those metarules,

can analyze any composed functions.

our algorithm

Here, we show only

again.

a couple of examples of metarules for the limitation

The axioms and the inference rules of Y(F)
are listed
in Table 2. In this list, numbers of subexpressions are

space:
if 3vz. Vr 6 Donl(~~).

Most rules for
omitted when they are not important.
equality and inferability
directly corresponds to rules of Z.
The rule pi[e, nl, all], pi[e, 722,d2]-+ti[e, n], dl] corresponds
to the special case of the join of [(e) G S], and represents
that we take a pessimistic assumption that the intersection of

ta[el]

+

ta[$b(el,

301.

if 3r. %1. Vvz E Dorn(e2).

ti[el, n,dl -
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fb(vI,

v2)

.f~(vl,

~2)

=

r

=

~

e2)]

ti[/fb(el,

e2),

i,+]

(n)d)

#

(1, -)

of the

{w, G Dorn(ei)/

‘f 3W1“ 17u*cDom(e~)

3w~. fb(wl,w~)
ti[l.fb(el,

(n, d) #

~let(j)zl
=~, el, . . . ,xn =1. en in... end E S’(F) for
which all terms corresponding to capabilities spectfied in R
are included in the closure set, A(R) determines that R is not

= {V*}
# (1)+)

ez), n,dl, ta[e2] -+ ti[el,~, –1 (~j4
(/, –) and (n, d) # (1,+) are restrictions

avoid feedback.
functions

= fb(vl,vz)}

to

satisfied.

Otherwise A(R)

with two arguments.

more arguments

Metarules

can be defined

for functions

in a similar

way.

Calculating

with

capabilities
be sound:

The

metarules for inferability
are examining whether the set S
in the term [e c S] deduced by Z(E) can be a singleton set or
not. “(l {. . .}“ corresponds to the repetition

Theorem

of inference on

We explain the effect of such repetition

❑

in Section 3.

to

A(R)

calculating

all

can be proved to

1 Soundness of A(R)
always determines

that R is not

(Proof outline) As for alterability, it is proved by induction
on the structure of the subexpression.
It is rather simple.

>= (e 1, e2):

As for in ferability,
pa[el]

corresponds

satisjied.

As an example of rules based on basic functions, we show
the rules on the basic function

a closure

the user may achieve.

If R is not satisfied, A(R)

the same expression with changing some alterable arguments.

on the length

ta[ >=

pi[e~], pi[e~]

~

ti[ >= (cl, e2)]

soundness of the algorithm

pi*[(el,

+

ti[ >= (el, e2)J

~

pi*[(e2, >= (el, e2))]

fact that “the rules for basic functions are defined so that
the algorithm be sound”.
We briefly describe how 7($’)

e

ti[e21

e2)]

+

pi[e2]

e2)]

+

N*[(el,

e2)l

ti[el], pa[el], ti[ >= (el, e2)]
pi[el], ti[l >= (e],
ti[ >=

(e],

Here, we omit num,

dir,

and conditions

(el,ez)]

it is proved by induction

a

pi[el]

of inference

simulates

pa[el]

Z(E),

deducing

is essentially

[e e S].

The

comes from the

In Z, terms of the form

[( . ..)

< S]

deducing [(cl, ez) 6 . ..] from equality, and (3) the rule
corresponding to dependency among arguments and results

e2)l
on them.

of basic functions.

We can

Results got by ( 1) are simulated by axioms

in ~. Results got by (2) are simulated by the rule= [e ~, e2]~
pi*[(el, e2)], Results got by joining (1) and (2) are simulated
by the rule =[el,

e2], ti[el]~ti[ez].

Results got by (3) or by

joining (3) and others are simulated by the last four rules in
2 in Table 2 and the rules on basic functions.
I

on integers, are as follows:
ta[e~]

sequence of Z(E)

are deduced by (1) axioms on constants, or arguments and
returned values of directly invoked functions, (2) the rule

get more rules, but we omit redundant ones, such as “pa[e ~],
pa[e2] ~ ta[>=
(e 1, e2)]”, and omit those that can be got by
replacing e1 and e2. In the same way, the rules for *(e 1, e2),
multiplication

determines that R is satisjied.

All examples above are metarules for basic

-+

ta[ * (e~, ez)]

~

pa[ * (e,, ez)]

4.2

An Example

We briefly explain one example of the analysis.

Suppose

ti[el]

~

ti[ * (cl, e2)]

pi[el]

~

pi[* (cl, e2)]

w.budget(o,

pi[e~]

-

pi*[(e2, *(e~, e2))]

pi[el], pi[ * (e~, e2)]

-+

ti[e~]

specified. In this situation, as explained in Section 3, the
user u can infer the exact value of the salary of each broker.

pa[e~], pi[ * (e*, e2)]

~

ti[e~]

pi[ * (e~, e2)]

~

pi[e2]

pi*[(e~, *(e~, e2))]

~

ti[e~]

-+

pi*[(el,

pi[ * (cl, e2)]

invoke checkBudget(broker)

the user u can directly

v), and requirement

(u, r.salary(broker)

and
:ti) is

Therefore,

there is a security flaw. It can be detected in the

following

way.

checkBudget

First, we unfold and number
and w-budget(o, v) as below:

the code of

checkBudget(broker)
7 >=(2r_budget(1 broker), fj*(3i O, 5r.salary(4broker)))

e2)]

The first rule holds because *(el, e2) = e] when e2 = 1. The
low-budget(go,

third rule holds because if one can infer e1 = O, then he can
infer *(cl, e2) = O. The sixth rule holds because if he can
infer e] c {2, 3} and *(el, e2) E {4,5}, then he can infer
that e2 = 2.

Then, .7({checkBudget(
broker),
w-budget(o, v)}) deduce ti[s r_salary(4broker)] as shown in Figure 1. (In this
figure, we omit num and dir because they are not important in this example.)
Therefore, A(R)
determines that
(U,r-salary(broker) :ti) is not satisfied. This means the secu-

Using 3(F’),
we define the algorithm A(R) that determines whether the requirement R is satisfied or not:
Definition

9v)

rity flaw is successfully detected.

6 A(R)

Given R=
(u, ~(xl
: cl . . . : c~’, . . ..x~
:c~. . . :
c:~) : Cj...
: Cy”, A(R) calculates the closure set of all
inferable terms of 7(F)
where F is a set of all functions
in the capabili~
list of u.
Then, if there exists some

5

Conclusion

We defined a framework
operation

350

granularity,

for access control

and developed

in the abstract

an mechanism

that

=[80,

=[9v,

*broker]

2r.budget(lbroker)],

ti[gvl

(axiom for =)

=[80,

,broker]

;

=[9v,

zr.budget(lbroker)]

+

ti[~v]

;

:$;~udwt(lbroker)l

(rule for =)
(axiom)
(inferability

based on =)

(axiom)

=[80, ~broker],
ti[2r-budget(l

broker)],

pa[gv]

pa[2r-budget(l

+

pa[2r.budget(l

+

ti[~ >=(. . .)]

broker)],

ti[7 >=(...

(alterability
(axiom)

based on=)

)]

(basic function)

~

ti[6*(3 10, ~r.salary(~broker))]
ti[310]

+

ti[Srsalary(4broker)]

(basic function)

+

ti[s 10], t@(31 O, 5r-salary(4broker))]

broker)]

(axiom)

Figure 1: An example of analysis by z

Chi78, DDS79, DJL79, Bec80, C082].

detects security flaws caused by functions
not hiding
primitive
operations inside them.
The most important
contribution
of this research is that we introduced the

data almost always reveal the information

notions of inferability

elements of the set.

on arguments,

on returned values and controllability

demonstrated

that they properly

their properties,

gave the formal

We think

notions

of them.

are proper generalization

capability

of traditional
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